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CHILLOUT PROGRESSIONS takes you on an epic journey through vast expansive soundscapes, with 5

huge construction kits. The ethereal vibe of Chillout is evolved and infused with Dance overtones to

create a truly inspirational and versatile pack to take your productions to new realms. Each of the 5 kits

traverses across abstract sonic scenery, weaving subdued and mellow elements with euphoric high

energy sounds, all with a progressive edge and executed on a massive scale. All of the sounds heard

within these deeply layered loops have been expertly crafted by producer Harald Karla, resulting in a

unique soundset that breaks free from the traditional pallette of tones heard within the genre. This

collection of construction kits has been designed from the ground up to provide total useability for

producers of all levels. Read on to find out more about what we've done to achieve this. DRY AND

PROCESSED LOOPS: Each kit features a 'Dry' folder, containing loops without reverb or delay, allowing

you to create your own FX mix in your audio software of choice. In addition, several of the loops are

supplied as non-looped, allowing you to end a phrase with the tail of the effect - perfect for dropping into a

build up or rise. MIDI FILES: As an added bonus, 'Chillout Progressions' also includes MIDI files for both

the musical and rhythmical elements. If you have a favorite synth or sampler patch that you want to use,

no problem - simply import the MIDI loops and assign the sound you want to that track. ROYALTY-FREE:

All of the loops in this product are 100 Royalty-Free. So, once you have purchased this product from us

you can use these loops in your commercial releases without having to pay any extra. SPECIFICATIONS:

- 600+ loops - 24-bit 44.1 kHz CD audio quality FORMATS: - ACID - WAV - MIDI
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